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The information contained in my Dream Visions are akin to a highly advanced computer 

predictive linguistics program, where there will be a certain amount of the things that will play 

out literally into waking states.  No ‘belief’ is required in observing the following facts and 

occurrences in the following examples. What is required is a willingness to look at, 

acknowledged, and accept the evidence for what it is. I do in fact require ‘beliefs’ (false beliefs) 

about dreams be set aside, along with false beliefs that it is not possible to ‘foresee’ the future in 

dreams. With those set aside, the evidence and facts can and will be seen. It is due to disbelief in 

the truth that I have written this extensive affidavit and provided the attached packet of DV 

Samples. Since, it took me seeing hundreds of things occurring to actually be convinced I see 

things before they occur, I understand this need from others as well. Should more evidence be 

required after seeing and reading this affidavit and accompanying Dream Visions, I will provide 

it upon request. 

 

In the following Dream Visions, or DVs, I have underlined some of the key words that link one 

Dream Vision to another Dream Vision and where more data and information will be seen in 

another prior documented dream or one seen later on, and that will also link directly with waking 

state events and other associated events that are or will be occurring in some capacity. The 

reason why some things manifest literally into waking states and other things do not, is explained 

in my award winning book, “Dreams the Missing Text” and the main keys are: Love, Truth and 

Desire.  

 

Let us begin . . . 
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DREAM VISION SAMPLES (22) 

 

(1) DV: CHANGING KING’S HEART WITH LOVE – PROGRESS  

(See DV Sample 1) 

A Dream Vision (DV) that is occurring right now (this waking state court situation) was 

documented in writing (Intellectual Property), in a rough draft format, on June 14, 2016 

respectively titled, “Changing king’s heart with love – progress.” This rough draft was 

emailed to the Defendant, James Corey Goode, by Plaintiff, Alyssa Chrystie Montalbano, aka 

artist Ari Stone (me), on July 11, 2017 with a group of other DVs. The following DV directly 

overlaps with another Dream Vision dated February 12, 2018 titled “What to do if ‘King’ is 

still in charge – Point out their Errors” and is in a rough draft format from my private 

literary works ‘Dream Vision’ collection at home.  

 
In this first DV there is a messed up court hearing occurring and where the king/judge has a 

wooden broom-like staff and he is wearing puffy white long John pajamas. The pajamas are 

important because they connect with the Creepy Clown dream seen in DV Sample No. 14 

and my having to wear brown pajamas. The Broom is important to note because it shows this 

DV is associated with the DV linked with the Broomfield court hearings on July 24, 2018 

and continuance hearing August 6, 2018, and where a broom was also used in the DV 

showing that Plaintiff would quickly win that case. (See No. 12 below)   

 
In ‘Changing Kings Heart with Love’ DV the King/Judge is wearing long “Johns” because I 

later refer to Judge Flynn in another DV as Ranger John, which identifies Judge Flynn as the 

visiting soul seen as the King/Judge. In the dream the King/Judge is using his “broom” which 
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denotes the court and court orders, to “skewer” or “beat” people with it. I also seem to have a 

beating broom-staff that I set aside and then ‘disarm’ the King/Judge with a hug and set his 

beating staff aside and I am hopeful this is a good sign for ‘the people.’ In waking states 

“The People” is often used on court papers such as “The People” vs. “so-and-so.”   

 
The dream closes with the ‘trial’ (a kangaroo court hearing) being just for show to give the 

illusion of a ‘fair trial’ while having nothing to do with any actual evidence. Which is 

occurring now, the January 29, 2020 orders are designed to give the illusion of their having 

been a fair ‘trial’ when no such thing occurred as all my evidence was actively ignored; to 

include the unrebutted April 18, 2018 Pre-Litigation Affidavit Complaint where I cited 

approximately 70 abbreviated instances of dream foreseeing, some being romantic organized 

stalking by Corey Goode and his associates, or derivative works being created by Corey; yet 

a judgement was unlawfully rendered dismissing the case based on more fabricated and 

misleading evidence provided in the Defendant’s Motion to Dismiss (filed June 7, 2019). The 

orders are based purely on Judge Flynn’s opinion that it’s not possible to see things in dreams 

before they occur and it’s his opinion that approximately 500 hand written dream visions 

(stories) do not constitute Intellectual Property (yet the US Copyright Office has issued me 

multiple copyrights attesting otherwise).  

 
Per another connected Dream Vision, “Overcoming Prior Agenda with Love” (See No. 19) I 

have decided it’s best to set my ‘beating broom staff’ aside and to apply a kinder and more 

loving approach to see if we can rectify this debacle, so I can have a fair hearing of my case 

based on the facts and evidence and I will comply with any orders issued in accordance with 

due process of law.   
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(2) DV: WHAT TO DO IF KING STILL IN CHARGE (See DV Sample 2) 

In second overlapping Dream Vision titled “What to do if King still in Charge – Point Out 

Their Errors” Here ‘the king’ is the Defendant and I have to show and tell everything he is 

doing wrong and point out his errors and crimes, but again it is taken into consideration with 

the king/judge overlap. In waking states I have been pointing out the errors and crimes of the 

Defendant both on and off this and other court records, and am once again doing so here 

along with pointing out Judge errors as well.  

 
The reason for the overlap of the king/judge in “Changing Kings Heart with Love” is because 

the Defendant’s filed Motion to Dismiss has been moved on (granted) by the Judge, yet the 

Motion is based on fabricated evidence and thus the messed up hearing with the king/judge. 

This overlapping of people/souls is important to note because a similar thing occurred when 

Judge Flynn showed up in a Dream Vision prior the May 14, 2019 orders being issued. In 

that dream, it was more myself and Judge Flynn that were overlapping in piloting a plane. At 

that time, my papers were slightly more guiding the direction of the court orders and we will 

see this in the next tangible Dream Vision example.   

 

(3) DV: PRIVATE JET STALLS & FALLS BUT ENGINES BACK ON OK – TO NYC? – 

NATALIE IS MY GIRLFRIEND (See DV Sample 3) 

On May 6, 2019 (8 days prior to receiving May 14, 2019 court Orders) I documented in 

rough format a Dream Vision titled, “Private Jet Stalls & Falls but Engines Back on ok – to 

NYC? – ‘Natalie’ is my Girlfriend” and it is a publicly unpublished Dream Vision prior this 

court record.  
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In the Dream Vision I am on an airplane with Judge Flynn. He’s overall the pilot, but I also 

feel like the pilot some. In waking states, Judge Flynn is the Judge so he is guiding things 

like a ‘pilot’ for this instant case, but I am also sort of the ‘pilot’ because of my paper filings 

as the Plaintiff. In the dream there are 4 people in the plane: me, the Judge, ‘my girlfriend 

Natalie’ who also feels like a co-pilot (the Defendant, and Corey is also the ‘non-descript 

male’ passenger, but interacts largely as “Natalie” to connect this with other DVs and to 

denote he doesn’t really interact with the case as himself but through an improper proxy 

female lawyer) and there is one stewardess/flight attendant (likely Judge Flynn’s division 

clerk or key helper with our case paperwork). So, everyone in the plane feels like they are 

semi-piloting because we all have a hand in how the case progresses, but the pilot (Judge 

Flynn) ultimately is the one in control of the plane (case) direction by the decisions and 

orders he makes.  We are flying over the Amazon and brown mountain ranges to connect it 

with Judge Flynn appearing as Forest Ranger John (See No. 5 below) as I think of brown 

forest ranger outfits, and the Amazon has to do with other DVs I won’t get into here.  

 
In the plane we are flying fast, slow, up, down, sideways, then go way high up and the jet 

engines stall-cut-out and then we go into a nose dive. But, I’m not worried at all and then the 

pilot (Judge Flynn) gets the engines back on just in time and we go back up again. I also 

asked the Pilot if we could just go at one speed and altitude.  In waking states Judge Flynn 

filed the May 14, 2019 orders and specifically noted the case was “tortuous” on page 2, at 

paragraph 2, (with additional meaning of full of twists and turns). While reading through the 

Orders ‘I. Background section’ I felt like we went up, down, left, right, and sideways.  
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Prior to the orders, I had filed 2 separate amended complaints and withdrew the November 

13, 2018 complaint. But, that is the one that Judge Flynn accepted. However, prior to it being 

accepted there was a ‘stall’ because I had withdrawn it, so he has to do his ‘pilot’ (judge) 

switching-switches magik (legal rules) to get the engines back on and the case (plane) 

moving forward again and ultimately he accepted the November 13, 2018 amended 

complaint as matter of right and struck the other amended complaint filed on February 27, 

2019.  

 
After the plane flight there is another DV sequence with myself and Corey as ‘Natalie.’ This 

section it’s still under observation for how it will look in waking states, but I’ll be cautious of 

things because of the ‘spiral stairwell’ shape involved and the behavioral warning associated 

with that.  

 

(4) DV: I RECEIVE COURT ORDER LETTER VIA NOTCH IN THE WALL 

(See DV Sample 4) 

On May 14, 2019 the Dream Vision experience titled “I receive court order letter via notch 

in the wall” was documented into my journal.  In waking states I didn’t know the orders 

were on their way to me. In the dream, I received Judge Flynn’s then just filed May 14, 2019 

court orders that were for some reason put in a notch in my wall. I describe the basic 

contents, brief thoughts, and shape of the envelope. In waking states on May 18, 2019 I 

received Judge Flynn’s pending orders filed on the 14th and describe the similarities to the 

contents, my brief thoughts, and shape of the envelope.   
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(5) DV: BIG FAT ITALIAN FAMILY BANQUET – FISHMAN AND FOREST RANGER 

JOHN – BEAR MAN SHAKES BABY – ABUSE – HE STOPS  

(See DV Sample 5) 

On January 5, 2019, I documented in rough draft format my Dream Vision experience titled, 

“Big Fat Italian Family Banquet – Fishman and Forest Ranger John – Bear Man Shakes 

Baby – Abuse – He Stops” and blog published a public version on January 10, 2019.  

In the DV section with “Ranger John” (Judge Flynn) at first I am preparing for a “math test” 

(aka court stuff) and have folders like my court case folders.  I am then watching Ranger 

John with brown hair lead a group of campers in singing. I think he is a very good leader and 

he is able to motivate and inspire the campers to do his way and will. In waking states 

approximately 4 months later I sat in on a jury trial for a few days that had to do with a 

physical assault between two ice hockey skaters. This case started on May 8, 2019, I 

atteneded to observe Judge Flynn in court, see how he went about things, and observe and 

take notes during a jury trial to better be able to present my case. I found Judge Flynn to be 

very respectful. He also seemed to enjoy his work leading in the court room and was very 

kind to all the “campers” (Jurors/people) and those who testified.  I found him fair, kind, and 

calm. Just like I saw in the dream and though he was very good at leading the “singing,” 

which is usually what people say when others are being turned in to the police i.e. “he sang 

like a canary.”   

 
Later in the Dream Vision a giant bear man arrives (The Defendant, Corey Goode) and he 

scares other campers (people).  A bear denotes someone stalking another in the dream 

language book I like to work with. Corey appears again as a bear in dreams just prior him 

performing public harassment of me in waking states. (See No. 17 with shapeshifting bear) In 
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waking states the Defendant scares people in the public, and privately with his stalking and 

bullying tactics and for which some are now willing to testify in this case.   

 
In the dream we are taken into a separate Indian circle area with Ranger John (likely to 

denote the judge’s chambers or even possibly a coming hearing for the case) Dreams can re-

occur and cover more than one situation in waking states, similar to the “Bible Codes” or 

“A.I. Computer Codes” in the complexity of their layering and expressions. So this section 

may have already played out ‘once’ or been ‘activated’ just prior the May 14, 2019 orders 

and may again play out in waking states as a more private Injunctive Relief hearing.   

 
In the dream, the bear man (Defendant) is holding a baby he is abusing (my Trade Secrets / 

Dream Vision, and as seen extensively in the Pre-Litigation Affidavit Complaint) and he’d 

learned if he shook ‘the baby’ a certain way her head would go off to the side and she would 

scream and scare people, to him this was amusing and funny.  In waking states the Defendant 

has created mutilated derivative works with my beautiful dream experiences that he has 

turned into being more like horror stories designed to scare people (which connects this with 

DV Sample 13c and the Halloween Scare House in No. 13 below).  In the dream, the giant 

bear man and I are sat down and talk with the judge who is still observing to see what the 

facts are, he notices me staring up under his hat and he takes it off showing me he bic shaved 

his head (no more brown hair). In waking states this denoted (with the dream book I like to 

work with) Judge Flynn clearing his schedule in waking states to make time for the case to 

read at least some of the papers filed and thereafter issue the May 14, 2019 orders.  

 
The bear man runs outside the circle and I follow him out concerned for the baby and 

privately tell him to stop abusing the baby and I help him see that what he’s doing is abuse 
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and that he needs to stop. He starts to understand. In waking states I was telling the defendant 

privately (by email) to stop harassing me and others and to stop abusing my Dream Visions 

(the baby).  

 
We then go back into the Indian circle area and the defendant is more a giant man now (to 

denote that he is somewhat famous) and not a bear (stalker) and Ranger John is able to see 

there is abuse occurring to the baby (my literary works) and the giant man is telling his side 

of things about the problem. I again have to privately tell the giant man to stop abusing the 

baby.  The baby connects with many more dreams that I won’t get into here. 

 
This dream seems to have been partially played out in waking states and/or may overlap 

more than one ‘hearing’ with me and the bear man going in and out the gates. It may also 

show a preliminary injunction hearing, due to the other family members of his being present 

and it being a more private setting. He will likely then complain about how ‘others’ are 

treating him, but he’s been treating them badly and they mostly have just responded in kind.   

 
(6) JUDGE FLYNN READING OFF ORDERS – INTENTLY AWARE OF ME – CAT 

LIKES & COMES UP TO KISS MY LIPS – JOHN SHOWS ME 

(See DV Sample 6) 

 On May 24, 2019 in Dream Vision titled “Judge Flynn Reading off orders – Intently 

aware of me – cat likes & comes up to kiss my lips – ‘John’ shows me”  Plaintiff observed 

that a laser surgery was about to take place on a ‘homeless guy’ and his ‘cat.’ This DV will 

not be explained at this time, but the Defendant is aware of some key elements in the DV 

from my efforts to privately negotiate outside of litigation and is being shared here for 

mutual observation purposes and likely later explanation. I speculate about what this means 
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at this time. However, some dream connection inferences can be made about who people are 

from the dreams just explained, such as “John” (Ranger John). 

 
(7) DV: CONTRACT TRICKERY FOILED (See DV Sample 7) 

Another Dream Vision (DV) that is occurring now and was documented as Intellectual 

Property in a rough draft format on October 9, 2017, was emailed to the Defendant October 

10, 2017 and is respectively titled “Contract Trickery Foiled”  

 
In this Dream Vision I am in outer space and there is a lab doctor scientist guy (which is 

likely Judge Flynn as he appears as a doctor (doctor John) in other dreams not shared here) 

with brown steampunk goggles (again, note the brown color connect with Ranger John in No. 

5 and my Brown Pajamas in No. 14) and the lab doctor is trying to trick me into signing and 

dating a contract which will destroy me if I do so. If I agreed to Judge Flynn’s              

January 29, 2020 orders it would essentially ‘destroy’ me by destroying everything I have 

worked so hard for to this point just to have my case heard. I speculate there is an element of 

CIA mind control and/or behind the scenes pressures (i.e. the 3 to 4 etheric tricksters, but 

only the one main Dr. one with the contract is seen) these pressures may also be impacting 

the January 29, 2020 court orders, as prior these orders there seemed to be some ability to see 

mind control as a problem and to have some empathy and understanding of the case in the 

May 14, 2019 orders.   

In my Dream Visions, Lab doctors often denote mind control and this aspect still needs to be 

investigated to find out if Corey (the Defendant) has actually been in the CIA mind control 

programs he claims: MKULTRA & MiLab and how those are impacting our situation.   
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In the dream I refuse to date the contract papers to make them valid and the contract is then 

null and void.  In waking states I have filed this affidavit with a Motion to Void the 

Judgement pursuant to Rule 60(b)(3) and (4) to make it “null and void.”  Essentially, the 

Doctor just wanted me ‘dead’ and if I ‘died’ supposedly the oxygen would be restored to the 

universe and the guy trying to cut this deal with me wanted me to think accepting this offer 

was the only way. In waking states we can see that Judge Flynn wants me to think I have to 

accept orders made based on his opinion and devoid of fact and law as being lawful, and he 

wants me to think that’s the only way. Basically he just wants me to ‘die’ (i.e. by killing the 

case) by ‘dating’ his orders by agreeing to the time frames he’s outlined. However, I 

obviously am not agreeing to the unlawful orders that were issued because they violate 

Constitutional law and my inalienable rights granted therein to include the right to have due 

process of law and a trial by a jury of my peers. The January 29, 2020 orders are ‘tricky-like’ 

and would ‘kill’ what I have worked so hard for and thus are “Contract Trickery.”  

 
In this same Dream Vision group emailed to the Defendant, Brazil was also mentioned in it. 

Which is key to note, as now the Defendant has an upcoming public speaking event in Brazil.  

 
(8) DV: CLASS TRIP TO SPAIN (See Sample DV 8) 

Similarly, in Pre-Litigation Affidavit Complaint originally dated April 18, 2018, I cited 

emailing Dream Visions to Corey Goode on June 28, 2017 with one originally dated 

December 3, 2015 titled “Class Trip to Spain.” The DV was about a class trip to Barcelona, 

Spain and in the dream I used magik to protect the class from ‘robot’ attacks.  

 
In waking states the Defendant announced he was going to Barcelona Spain for a speaking 

event.  During the trip he alleged being in dangerous situations, but where he was ultimately 
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safe from the attacks, this information was publicly disclosed by the Defendant via Twitter 

September 24, 2017. See November 13, 2018 Amended Complaint’s attached EXHIBIT 

Certified Mailings: Pre-Litigation Complaint, failure notices, and billing statements; at page 

27 of 48, No 3-5.  

 
(9) DV: 3 IDIOTS (See Sample DV 9) 

Another Dream Vision (DV) that is occurring now was documented as Intellectual Property 

in a rough draft format on October 21, 2014, and was photographed and then emailed to the 

Defendant October 21, 2017 and also is cited in the November 13, 2018 Pre-Litigation 

Affidavit Complaint on page 10 of 48, at No. 2-7, and is a Dream Vision titled  “3 Idiots.”  

 
In the dream I am in a small place just trying to survive. In waking states I am also just trying 

to survive in terms of living and dealing with all this court stuff.  In the dream two ‘suits’  

come into the room, a male and a female government type employees (The Defendant and his 

TX Lawyer).  A cloaked jet also dips its wing tip through the walls using some kind of 

cloaking technology. I know the suits are there trying to catch me by pretending they are 

nice, which the TX lawyer did while trying to get me to accept criminal charges for a crime I 

did not commit, stalking.  

I run out of the room with my daughter and into an old school pub/bar.  Bars in my dreams 

are indicative of lawyers having to pass “the Bar” to get certified to practice law and is 

another visual dream reference for me regarding court and is seen again in multiple dreams 

sent to the Defendant during 2017 and some after for negotiation purposes and can be clearly 

seen in No.10 below.  
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In the old school pub/bar an old school P.I. guy (Judge Flynn) comes out asking me what I 

want. I didn’t know who this P.I. guy was until after my August 2, 2019 filings. The reason 

Judge Flynn appears here as a “P.I.” is because I filed a “P.I.” (Preliminary Injunction) 

request on the record and my associated claims still need to be investigated (thus the ‘private 

investigator’). The old school P.I. guy doesn’t really believe me when I tell him about things 

like advanced cloaking technology and super jets. I speculate Judge Flynn doesn’t ‘believe 

in’ declassified CIA mind control programs such as MKULTRA and MiLab, or patented 

frequency technologies used for personality and behavior modification, or that artificial 

intelligence neuronetworks overlap ours and impact dream states and biochemistry. 

Advanced super jets in my dreams also denote these types of programs and them looking for 

people like me. (See below for blog link references if wanting to read the connected super jet 

DVs) 

 
In the ‘3 idiots’ dream I am blathering on and demanding my rights. In waking states I am 

doing that right now.  In the dream I also tell the old school P.I. guy I do not want to be taken 

to the underground labs and experimented on. In waking states this is equally true.  In the 

dream the P.I. guy doesn’t really believe me (like now) and the others in the pub/bar also 

think me crazy (likely clerks and etc in the court house or even some others in general aware 

of my case who also haven’t looked at my evidence, because they prefer their false beliefs). 

My daughter is with me in the dream, because she has to listen to me talk with her all the 

time (and sometimes blather on too) about my case and situation and all the injustices going 

on with this whole situation.   
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My daughter and I escape the pub/bar and run outside and the 2 suits try again to kill me and 

more cloaked jets are to be arriving. Two connected advanced jets DVs can be seen below 

and are not attached to this affidavit for sake of brevity: 

 
 “2017_07_31_JUL ‘SCRAM’ JET USAF WATCHES ME – 3 PASSES – INCL 1 VERT 

– 1 HOVER” (https://aristoneart.com/2018/10/07/2017_07_31_jul-scram-jet-usaf-

watches-me-3-passes-incl-1-vert-1-hover/ )   

 
“2019_01_29_JAN MILITARY SUPER JET LOOKING FOR PEOPLE LIKE ME” 

(https://aristoneart.com/2019/02/20/2019_01_29_jan-military-super-jet-looking-for-

people-like-me/  pswd: newmoon)  

 
In 3 Idiots DV, The government goons try to shoot me with hundreds of bullets, that just hit a 

force field in front of me that I created with magik (love) and all their bullets just drop to the 

ground and I am unharmed. I am annoyed of course during the entire dream and call them 

idiots or fatty because they keep trying to harm me, and basically I feel the same way now, at 

some point it just becomes illogical for them to keep trying to harm me.  In waking states 

bullets not being able to harm me translate into my being emotionally stable, even though 

they are trying repeatedly to energetically harm, kill, or otherwise attack me emotionally 

through stalking, bullying, lying on the court record, or whatever.   

 
The dream closes with the sky being partly sunny with puffy white clouds and a blue sky and 

where I think I hear a bluebird chirping in the distance, to indicate the presence of 

declassified CIA mind control program project BLUEBIRD (which I had never heard of 

when I first had this dream) and in waking states the defendant, Corey Goode, is publicly 

https://aristoneart.com/2018/10/07/2017_07_31_jul-scram-jet-usaf-watches-me-3-passes-incl-1-vert-1-hover/
https://aristoneart.com/2018/10/07/2017_07_31_jul-scram-jet-usaf-watches-me-3-passes-incl-1-vert-1-hover/
https://aristoneart.com/2019/02/20/2019_01_29_jan-military-super-jet-looking-for-people-like-me/
https://aristoneart.com/2019/02/20/2019_01_29_jan-military-super-jet-looking-for-people-like-me/
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known for claiming he goes off world with 8 foot plus tall BLUE AVIAN (still a 

BLUEBIRD) alien friends and he says his alleged alien friends give him drugs too.  All this 

fits the MiLab and MKULTRA mind control programs and experiments.  

 

(10) DV: MANIFESTING RAINBOW SPHERES 

Intellectual Property Dream Vision (DV) titled “Manifesting Rainbow Spheres” was 

documented on July 9, 2017 and emailed to the Defendant on July 10, 2017.  

(See Sample DV 10) 

 
In the dream I walk by a bar in order to pick a fight to change those who interacted with me, 

with love. In waking states, I opened my case against Corey on June 25, 2018 (‘picking a 

fight’ by a ‘bar.’ Again ‘bar’ indicates The Bar that all lawyers have to pass before being 

admitted to practice in a court of law).  In the dream two men get kicked out of the bar (to 

also denote Corey and Roger’s failed Broomfield court efforts seen in No 12 below). One of 

the men is a CIA/FBI/unknown deep state connected guy (The Defendant, is stated to have 

worked with InfraGard as basically an FBI informant and publicly claims being in CIA 

MKULTRA/MiLab mind control programs) and there is a mafia like guy (the Defendant’s 

Security Officer/Business Manager, Roger Richards). In the dream the CIA like guy first 

tries to grab me and he tries to grab his gun too, to shoot me; but I place him in a choke hold 

instead. The Mafia like guy is just standing nearby and watching. In waking states The 

Defendant tried and failed mid-June 2018 to open the malicious Broomfield stalking case 

against me (the first gun) and the Broomfield court clerk told me it was because he ‘did not 

meet the requirements.’  
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In the dream the CIA like guy then manages to get his gun with a long silencer out in order to 

try to shoot me with that one. I again grab the gun away from him and his Mafia friend is 

thinking to help, but he sees that I am winning and so he still doesn’t do anything.  In waking 

states the Defendant succeeded in opening the Broomfield stalking case (gun with silencer) 

with fabricated evidence, July 17, 2018, in efforts to ‘silence’ me from talking about what 

he’s done to me notably since 2017. In open court (if I recall correctly) he stated he needed 

the Protection Order against me or else ‘I would talk.’  But, I filed papers on the Broomfield 

court record showing Corey was avoiding and evading my case (this instant case opened June 

25, 2018) amidst other due process problems.  In open court July 24, 2018 the fraudulently 

obtained temporary Protection Order issued against me was vacated (me taking the silencer 

gun away), but the temp PO was reinstated when the Defendant alleged Roger Richards (the 

mafia like guy standing by) would testify against me and the matter was continued to August 

6, 2018.  In the dream the CIA like guy then pulled out a small brown-red gun to try to shoot 

me and I tell him go ahead, I’ll just use my magik (love and truth) to stop him. His mafia like 

friend still sees that I am winning and doesn’t do anything. In waking states at the 

continuance hearing neither the Defendant nor his associate showed up (the threat of the 

brown-red gun, but not used) and I won the case.  

 
In the dream I later am showing the 2 men and a couple of my friends a little about how my 

magik (love) works and am manifesting rainbow spheres from the palm of my hands and 

talking about them and how I can use them for basically anything like: energy wrapping, 

manifesting, and protection. This section is still under observation to see what the waking 

state situation(s) will be.  
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(11) COREY FB POST ABOUT SLANDER AND INFILTRATOR TO TRY TO EMO-

RAZZ ME. SERIOUSLY?  

(See Sample DV 11) 

 
On June 8, 2018 I documented in my private Dream Vision journal collection DV titled 

“Corey FB Post About Slander and Infiltrator to try to Emo-Razz me. Seriously?” In the 

dream I saw the defendant Facebook post about libel and slander, but he posted it because he 

wanted me to see it, he thought I was such a groupie that I’d read and respond to everything 

he posted and get all emotionally razzed.  On July 17, 2018 the same date the defendant 

opened the malicious prosecution Broomfield stalking case against me, he posted a Facebook 

post inferring he was being stalked and that he had to obtain a Protection Order to protect 

him and his family. (See filed August 2, 2019 Motion Preliminary Injunction Affidavit 

Alyssa C Montalbano Exhibit AS – Defamation Facebook July 17, 2018) I only heard 

about the FB post because my mom saw it and shared the screenshot. The date Corey posted 

the FB slander I still didn’t know he’d actually obtaining a fraudulent stalking protection 

order against me, as I was in regular communication with his lawyer to serve him for this 

case. The Broomfield case was actively withheld from me in efforts to take away my right to 

have time to defend myself.  I also didn’t know about Corey’s own District Court of Dallas, 

Texas, issued stalking Protecting Order (Cause No. 14-04807) at the time and he didn’t 

declare it on the court record like he was legally and lawfully required to when filing his 

claim against me.  
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(12) HOMERUN HIT WITH BROOMSTICK WINS THE GAME!  

(See email to VYW with Sample DV 12) 

The following Dream Vision titled, “Homerun Hit with Broomstick Wins the Game!” was 

documented on June 20, 2018 and the DV was later emailed to Ms. Yanaros Wilde, on 

October 17, 2018, with a group of other Dream Visions that had occurred while dealing with 

Corey and Ms. Wilde and the various legal situations I had already foreseen for the purpose 

of negotiating. This ‘Broomstick’ dream occurred a little over one month prior the             

July 24, 2018 Broomfield court hearing.  

 
In the dream I am watching a baseball game take place with small boulders in the field. There 

are only a few women on the field: A pitcher, a catcher, and a couple women on base.  A 

female batter gets up and has an industrial broom she is going to bat with! The batter puts her 

industrial broom with the red-pink bristles broom head out in a bunt position. The pitcher 

pitches the ball and it hits her broom and goes flying towards the fence line as if its hit hecka 

hard. The ball lands in slow motion and teeters on the fence line and then drops off the 

backside for a homerun.  The game started as if in the 1st inning, but then suddenly was in the 

bottom of the 9th and the game was over. The gal sorta ran around the catawampus bases, but 

it didn’t seem to really matter, cause the game was already over and won by my team.  There 

also seemed to be no players on the other team’s side; aside from the pitcher (magistrate) and 

catcher (court recorder).  The broom and field denoted “Broomfield” and the boulders in the 

field are symbolic to being near Boulder, Colorado, and connect this DV with many other 

DVs containing boulders. 
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In waking states I retained a lawyer (the gal batting with an industrial broomstick) for the 

continuance hearing requested by Corey Goode (the 1st inning) and I was the only one to 

attend with my lawyer, the judge, and court recorder, (no players from the other team) along 

with my parents there to support me. We were all female except for my dad. The judge 

waited a while for Corey to show up and then she noted for the record he ‘failed to appear.’ 

She ask my lawyer (the pitch) if I wanted to use my one continuance (heck NO) to have the 

matter heard later. She replied “no” (the bunt) and the case was dismissed and closed in my 

favor. (the bunted homerun in the bottom the 9th inning)  

 
This DV was emailed to Ms. Valerie Yanaros Wilde (VYW) with 7 other Dream Visions  

showing how I knew what she and Corey (the Defendant) and his associates were up to and 

what to expect all during this processes. Additional DVs can be submitted on the court record 

at any time as further evidence of my abilities should it be required.  

 
(13) DV: VALENTINE LIKE DOCUMENT I SIGN IN CRAYON  

(See DV Sample 13) 

Also in the VYW Dream Vision group just cited in No. 12, I emailed the following DV for 

negotiation purposes and it occurred 13 days prior the ‘Broomfield Homerun’ dream. On     

June 7, 2018, I saw and documented a Dream Vision titled “Valentine like document I sign 

in crayon” and publicly blogged it on July 20, 2018. At the time I blogged this dream I still 

didn’t know in waking states that Corey Goode and Ms. Wilde had opened their malicious 

prosecution case against me.  

 
In the dream a guy is looking for me to serve me documents. In waking states the day prior 

the Broomfield court hearing Ms. Wilde verbally attacked me by email with false statements 
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that I was avoiding and evading being served for the Broomfield case, she emailed me a copy 

of the summons which does not constitute proper service, and alleged she’d been trying to 

serve me for days, but if that were true she could have just told me by email the day they 

opened the case (July 17, 2018) and I would have arranged to meet the process server as Ms. 

Wilde and I had been emailing back and forth about how to serve Corey. At any rate, the guy 

in the dream finds me and there are a blend of energies occurring to denote different people 

involved and some different situations in waking states; to include being connected with the 

“contract trickery” guy who is also salivating at the lips (See No 7 above) to get me to ‘date’ 

his papers (the January 29, 2020 court order documents).  

 
In Valentine Document DV the server guy tells me I have to sign for the documents and I 

feel like I am being served legal documents. The documents however first look like a 

scrapbook and Valentine’s Day card (and we are nearing Valentine’s day now) then it turns 

into being a wedding registry type thing and the delivery guy is giving me chocolates and 

gifts from my ‘boyfriend,’ that I don’t have (the defendant).  

 

DV: LEGEND OF THE BEAR LOVE – INTERPORGANATE (DV sample 13a) 

ABOUT “THE BOYFRIEND” In waking states the Defendant has publicly defamed me as 

being obsessed and a stalker (defamation) with the Dream Vision I emailed him        

December 16, 2017 respectively known as the ‘marriage dream’ (like he’s my boyfriend). In 

the December 16th DV he and I get married. In the dream there are a lot of military people 

present and also very highly decorated military type men. (Marriage in the dream book I like 

to work with can also mean a business contract) This marriage dream is important to note 

because there is another marriage dream where I marry the defendant and it’s been pre-
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arranged by ‘the aliens’ (to denote likely CIA MiLab and mind control programs and again 

military involvement) and I was to marry him as a bear. This DV was emailed to the 

Defendant on July 10, 2017 and originally documented on June 6, 2013 and blogged online 

on June 27, 2019. Corey’s appearance here as a bear is again to denote his stalking behaviors 

and that I have to get ‘married’ to him via a legal contract (injunction) to make him stop his 

“bear” (stalking) behaviors. Once a lawful order is issued on my behalf for my Preliminary 

Injunction request to protect me while we investigate what is actually going on via the 

discovery phases, the defendant will then be contractually bound to me, like a marriage.  

 

See Blogged Version Here: 

“2013_06_07_JUN LEGEND OF THE BEAR LOVE – INTERPORGANATE” 

https://aristoneart.com/2019/06/27/2013_06_07_jun-legend-of-the-bear-love-

interporganate/ pswd: keyekeeper   

 

BRIEF REFERRING BACK AND FORWARD TO DVs CONNECTED WITH THIS 

VALENTINE DOCS DREAM - But, before the marriage to the bear recall we see the 

Defendant also appears as the bear in No 5 (Sample 5) With Judge Flynn (Ranger John) 

hearing our situation and again in No. 17 (DV Sample 17) “Magik – Fiberoptic Plant 

Growing – Snakes – And Shapeshifting Bear” blogged online October 28, 2019 just before 

Corey harasses and defames me (again) on November 20, 2019, in the comment section of 

my YouTube video channel “Deprogrammer.” (DV Sample 19a) 

 
In “Legend of the Bear Love” (DV Sample 13a) the Defendant first appears as ‘my brother’ 

which means I have to deal with other situations first (now) before the “marriage” (injunctive 

https://aristoneart.com/2019/06/27/2013_06_07_jun-legend-of-the-bear-love-interporganate/
https://aristoneart.com/2019/06/27/2013_06_07_jun-legend-of-the-bear-love-interporganate/
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relief from stalking) which links with a Dream Vision of mine that Corey filed onto the 

Broomfield court record title “Peggy Sue” where he also appears as my brother (and as the 

elephant ‘Peggy Sue,’ which connects with other ‘Elephant’ dreams) and in one of the dream 

sequences Corey is finally looking at the Pre-Litigation Affidavit Complaint in order to 

respond to it with a lawyer type lady watching.   

 
Blogged version can be read here: 

2018_01_21_JAN Peggy Sue and Gorik 

https://aristoneart.com/2018/07/15/2018_01_21_jan-peggy-sue-and-gorik/ 

(printed version, fuller explanation, and coordinating waking state events are not included 

here for brevity, but can be provided upon request) 

 
In one of the key sequences in “Peggy Sue,” while Corey is appearing as my brother he goes 

into a pancake position from trying to ‘carry me’ yelling at me “You broke my back!” Since 

that dream I’d been filing vast amount of papers against Corey exposing all his unethical and 

amoral behaviors on the court record, which caused him to be in metaphorical pain and he 

also had physical back pain during the court processes as well, that he also publicly 

complained about. This connects then with a bunch of other situations and dreams in the 

Defendant’s email box from 2017 along with more that we’ve been through in waking states 

now and that I have regularly been pointing out since case implementation June 25, 2018, to 

the Corey by email of various and relevant occurrences for negotiation purposes. These can 

be provided on the court record upon request. 

 
BACK TO VALENTINE DOCS DV (DV Sample 13) - So, back to the Valentine like 

Document I Sign in Crayon, in the dream I try to sign in 3 different spots and in waking 

https://aristoneart.com/2018/07/15/2018_01_21_jan-peggy-sue-and-gorik/
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states we have our situation documented on 3 different court records.  In the dream I finally 

sign Vi Coactus, or V.C. in crayon, for “having been forced or compelled.” In waking states 

at the open Broomfield court hearing the temporary Protection Order was dismissed in my 

favor after the Magistrate read my papers, then Corey alleged he’d have his associate Roger 

Richards testify against me (recall Mafia like guy in DV Sample 10, where I go by a bar to 

pick a fight and two guys get kicked out of the bar), so the PO was reinstated, I then signed 

the PO V.C. in court because I hadn’t done what Corey was claiming and I was essentially 

being forced, and it was unlikely I was going to be let out of the courtroom if I didn’t sign the 

document. It was essentially signed in “crayon” because not only did I sign V.C. on the 

Broomfield court papers, but I also claimed my Constitutional rights in open court and even 

flustered the magistrate with that. Because talking Constitutional law in court is also often 

seen as being ‘unusual’ this would also be equal to signing a legal document with crayon.  

 
In the ‘Valentine Doc’ dream (DV Sample 13) I only recently discovered the guy delivering 

me the documents overlaps with Mr. David Wilcock (Corey’s fraud dream psychic friend). 

Mr. Wilcock and the defendant, Corey Goode, recently (December 2019) were fraudulently 

working with another alleged lawyer, Ms. Liz Lorie allegedly based in the state of Florida, 

who was ‘employed’ by Mr. Wilcock and Mr. Goode to harass Ms. Ferrante (one of my 

witnesses now) during the month of December 2019 with fake legal notices sent via email. 

 

DV: GARAGE HACKER KIDS FAIL TO STEAL MY CAR – KNOCKOFF 

ANDREW AND GORIK LIKE ME – BABY TOROISES (DV Sample 13b) 

 Ms. Lorie was then also discovered to have been seen in the Dream Vision: “Garage 

Hacker Kids Fail to Steal My Car - KnockOff Andrew and Gorik like me - Baby Tortoise” 
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first documented on December 14, 2018 and happened to be blogged online on            

February 14, 2019, Valentine’s Day:  https://aristoneart.com/2019/02/14/garage-hacker-kids-

fail-to-steal-my-car-knockoff-andrew-and-gorik-like-me-baby-tortoise/  I learned Ms. Lorie 

was the second ‘bubble gum smacking call girl’ in the dream only after she appeared recently 

in waking states. I knew Ms. Wilde was the first ‘call girl’ from other dreams and that Corey 

was appearing as the kid ‘Xyler’ and David Wilcock as the ‘chubby blond boy,’ but I didn’t 

know who the 2nd ‘garage hacker/call girl’ was or why she was even there, until the 

December 2019 fake email legal threats (garage hacker). Florida is also mentioned in the 

Dream Vision.  I was informed of Ms. Lorie’s unlawful email harassment by Ms. Ferrante 

(the recipient of the harassment) and received a copy of one of the harassing and unlawful 

emails on December 20, 2019. Subsequently, I lawfully and legally attempted service of    

Ms. Lorie at the alleged Florida law office address provided for contact in the threatening 

emails (garage hackers doing computer stuff). I legally noticed Ms. Lorie to stop harassing 

and coercing my potential witness or future witnesses defined as anyone publicly speaking 

up against Corey Goode and David Wilcock’s public frauds and schemes publicly or 

otherwise. I also noticed her of this pending case, along with her due process of law 

violations. Subsequently my USPS Certified Mailing of the legal notification attempt on her 

was marked “Refused” and “Return To Sender - Not at this Address” (USPS Certified        

Mail # 7017 2620 0000 7180 8087 with return receipt requested) showing again she was 

nothing more than a ‘garage hacker’ type person, sending bogus junk emails for the two boys 

(Corey and David) whom she clearly works for ‘on call.’  

 
Back in the Valentine Docs dream (DV Sample 13) David Wilcock (the server guy) is 

essentially serving ‘me’ the papers due to this recent waking state situation as he was 

https://aristoneart.com/2019/02/14/garage-hacker-kids-fail-to-steal-my-car-knockoff-andrew-and-gorik-like-me-baby-tortoise/
https://aristoneart.com/2019/02/14/garage-hacker-kids-fail-to-steal-my-car-knockoff-andrew-and-gorik-like-me-baby-tortoise/
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essentially the one behind the first fake legal email threats to Ms. Ferrante. Corey Goode was 

added onto the second coercive email threats. However, because this ultimately got back to 

me and I was the one handling it, this became an energetic overlap dream situation, where I 

was essentially the one being served and by David Wilcock.   

 

DV: HALLOWEEN SCARE HOUSE (DV Sample 13c) 

I was further able to pin point this Valentine Doc server as David Wilcock due to recently 

rereading my ‘Halloween Scare House’ DV where David used the same female friend 

disguise. In waking states David and Corey trick people into ‘donating’ to them with their 

fraudulent dream teachings and in turn they scare all the people once inside their ‘scare 

house,’ like Halloween, only they do it all the time with their fear based ascension plan, fake 

aliens, and apocalypse teachings. In the dream, Corey appears with David Wilcock as the 

other girl collecting donations for entry into their Halloween Scare House. (Recall again 

Corey appeared as female as my ‘girlfriend ‘Natalie’ in the Judge Flynn Plane Ride (DV 

Sample 3): 

“DONATE YOUR SHOES TO ENTER HALLOWEEN SCARE HOUSE GAME – DARK 

FOREST AND CREATURE REMOVALS” is originally date May 6, 2018 and was blogged 

January 7, 2020: 

https://aristoneart.com/2020/01/07/2018_05_06_may-my-stuff-is-not-bible-stuff-tropical-

storm-and-slide-climb-donate-shoes-to-enter-halloween-town-scare-house-and-dark-

forest-creature-removals/  

In the “Halloween Scare House” dream the Defendant and Mr. Wilcock are two girls 

collecting shoes (peoples’ destinies and futures) to enter their Halloween scare house 

(ascension classes and similar teachings). In the dream I won’t give them my shoes.  Instead I 

https://aristoneart.com/2020/01/07/2018_05_06_may-my-stuff-is-not-bible-stuff-tropical-storm-and-slide-climb-donate-shoes-to-enter-halloween-town-scare-house-and-dark-forest-creature-removals/
https://aristoneart.com/2020/01/07/2018_05_06_may-my-stuff-is-not-bible-stuff-tropical-storm-and-slide-climb-donate-shoes-to-enter-halloween-town-scare-house-and-dark-forest-creature-removals/
https://aristoneart.com/2020/01/07/2018_05_06_may-my-stuff-is-not-bible-stuff-tropical-storm-and-slide-climb-donate-shoes-to-enter-halloween-town-scare-house-and-dark-forest-creature-removals/
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go ‘invisible’ (dreams) and pass through the walls and go inside their scare house anyways 

and see that they are frauds with ‘trained’ animals who scare people to teach them lessons. In 

waking states they publicly scare people all the time with their false claims of death and 

destruction of themselves or the world and have associates (trained) to scare those who enter.  

Later in the dream I go into the dark forest (likely connected with forest Ranger John, See 

No. 5) and creatures (associates) are sent after me to kill me, instead I stop the creatures and 

amusingly turn one into a dried up tube of green oil paint (I am not sure yet why) and then 

post warning signs on the trees telling the creatures (Corey’s organized stalker associates) to 

stop harming me and others or else there will be consequences. In waking states I also have 

told the defendant and his associates to stop harassing me and the others, my witnesses, or 

there will be consequences. 

 
BACK TO VALENTINE DOCS DV (DV Sample 13) – In the Valentine dream after the 

V.C. signing, I leave to go to another place to teach and then I’m in a laser death beam pool 

with my ‘girlfriend’ (Again, recall Defendant appearing as my girlfriend ‘Natalie’ in No. 3) 

and I avoid all the lasers set to kill me/us. In waking states this is everything I have endured 

since April 18, 2018 since the first implementation of my seeking legal remedy. The male 

that is watching us in the pool in the dream is largely Mr. Goode’s friend,                            

Mr. Gerald O’Donnell who in waking states is a world-renowned Remote Influencing 

instructor having worked for Western Intelligences and was recruited by a Western European 

intelligence agency for their Remote Viewing (sensing) of targeted locations.  In the dream 

Mr. O’Donnell is observing me and the ‘girl’ in the ‘pool’ and we both get out safely and he 

is flabbergasted that I wasn’t killed in the pool by all the lasers set to ‘kill’ me (all the legal 

drama and public harassment and etc) and he then wants to know how I did it (which is also 
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about seeing things first in dreams, before they occur in waking states). There is also a mild 

overlap of Mr. O’Donnell by Mr. Wilcock at one point, who also wants to know how I do it. 

Mr. O’Donnell typically appears in my dreams wanting to know how I do what I do, and I 

am still willing to teach him and the others. There are many more DVs I can place on the 

record that connected with this along with their explanations, but again for the sake of 

‘brevity’ I will not place those here.  

 
This DV then connects with other Dream Visions I’ve publicly blogged and many more that 

not attached to this affidavit. Here are a few connected ones that can be read online: 

 
“2018_07_12_JUL BORG SHIP LASER SCAN DEATH THREATS” (blogged July 13, 2018) 

http://aristoneart.blogspot.com/2018/07/20180712jul-borg-ship-laser-scan-death.html      

 
“2018_06_02_JUN_Artifical Intelligence Negotiations - 2018_06_03_JUN Cabal Revealing 

and Healing” (Blogged July 7, 2018) 

http://aristoneart.blogspot.com/2018/07/20180602junartifical-intelligence.html      

 
“2018_01_22_JAN Greatest Showmen” (blogged Feb 22, 2018) 

http://aristoneart.blogspot.com/2018/02/20180122jan-greatest-showmen.html    

 
(14) DV: CREEPY CLOWN GAME  (See  DV Sample 14) 

Next we have the Dream Vision titled “Creepy Clown Game” first documented on 

November 22, 2018 and emailed to the Defendant on January 5, 2019 for negotiation 

purposes.   

 
In the opening dream sequence I meet with the judge in a slaughter race style parking garage. 

Similar to what’s seen in the movie (Wreck it) “Ralph Breaks the Internet” and how the 

http://aristoneart.blogspot.com/2018/07/20180712jul-borg-ship-laser-scan-death.html
http://aristoneart.blogspot.com/2018/07/20180602junartifical-intelligence.html
http://aristoneart.blogspot.com/2018/02/20180122jan-greatest-showmen.html
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Slaughter Race video game looks and that then connects this with DV titled “Wreck it Ralph 

and Wise Chinese Master (me) and Glider Flier” emailed to the Defendant on             

October 11, 2017.  

 
In Creepy Clown dream there are overlaps of judges to denote different personality aspects 

and the various judges involved in the case thus far and could also implicate a new judge 

assigned to this case when I’m told I have a case. ‘Judge Flynn’ appears strongly as 

Gallagher here because he has taken a similar stance to Gallagher who defamed me on the 

Federal Court record as ‘delusional’ and recommended case ‘dismissal’ without ever even 

looking at any of my evidence. In similar form Judge Flynn has ‘dismissed’ my case devoid 

of due process of law with his January 29, 2020 orders and has also done so without 

reviewing any of my evidence in support of my claims.  The dispositive Federal court judge, 

Judge Moore, is overlaid because he actually read papers and made decisions and rulings 

based on facts, law, and evidence. I am hopeful this will again occur after the filing of this 

affidavit with Dream Visions evidence, and the associated Motion to Void Judgement and 

that the August 2, 2019 amended complaint be lawfully accepted by the courts as the 

operative pleading pursuant to due process of law and that the defendant will finally be 

lawfully ordered to respond, after waiting patiently for years for an answer that makes logical 

sense with the evidence. I also really appreciated Judge Moore being kind to me, while I was 

navigating learning court processes as a pro se party and figuring out how to state my 

Constitutional claims in statutory counts in order to work with the courts more properly with 

my legal and lawful claims.   
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In the Creepy Clown Game dream I am also looking for my spark car with my friend. The 

‘spark’ is symbolic to my passion in life (my twin flame journey), my dream visions, and my 

life direction. This connects with the DV “Spark Plan Foiled” and that was emailed to the 

defendant on October 28, 2017, and originally documented on January 1, 2017, and a rough 

draft version blogged on November 14, 2019:   

 
http://aristoneart.com/2019/11/14/2017_01_01_jan-spark-plan-foiled/  

pswd: roughdraftinprogress (See No 16 below and DV Sample 16) 

 
In the Creepy Clown dream, after the judge tells me I have a case in the parking garage, I see 

3 government type guys breaking into a government underground access area that I don’t 

want to get involved with. I then go inside the arcade type mall place and wind up getting 

drawn in to play the Creepy Clown Hologram game.  (i.e court stuff and other dealing with 

Corey and this is also connected with many other DVs about holograms) 

 
The hologram game has a Creepy Clown behind the ‘C-curve’ plexi-hologram projector style 

‘glass.’  The “C” shape denotes being connected with “C”orey and is a visiting soul identifier 

and dream connector on an ongoing basis. In the game there are two of me playing at one 

point, then one. In waking states I had both a state court case and federal court case from 

mid-August 2018 till late-November 2018 (2 of me playing). Both cases were briefly closed 

then just the one reopened on this court record December 5, 2018 when I won case remand. 

(one of me playing) I also seemed to have 2 or 3 lives.  In waking states I just lost one of 

those lives (unlawful dismissal) and am ready to use the next one with the case being 

lawfully moved into the discovery phases. 

 

http://aristoneart.com/2019/11/14/2017_01_01_jan-spark-plan-foiled/
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While playing the creepy clown game I was ‘lasering’ the creepy clown and moving up in 

levels. In waking states this denoted ‘beating’ Corey and his lawyer in court with my legal 

work and filings. (Again recall the connected lasers in the pool in No. 13 above and the lasers 

in No. 6 with the laser surgery to be performed on the ‘homeless guy’) In the dream, at one 

point, a little girl comes out of the game (Corey’s TX lawyer, Ms. Wilde) and she is talking 

all big like she’s gonna destroy me, but then I beat her too and she ‘explodes.’ In waking 

states Ms. Wilde seemed to get angry a lot and behaved very irrational about this entire 

situation, which is often metaphorically associated with ‘exploding.’ In the dream, I seem to 

have to keep playing to ‘win’ the Creepy Clown game even though I’d like to stop (which is 

still certainly true of my feelings with all of this court stuff). In waking states I won my case 

remand December 3, 2018 from Denver Federal court (the little girl exploding) and Ms. 

Wilde still has not entered Pro Hac Vice onto this court record and I have not heard anything 

from her since. Prior this, she was talking all big the whole time like she was going to destroy 

me from all her efforts.  

 
Then in the dream, I am playing the creepy clown game around level 4 and the creepy clown 

is now appearing 5 times bigger and scarier and I’m seeing him as if looking at a closeup 

clown picture and he’s threating me like he’s gonna kill me, but he never seems to be able to 

shoot anything back at me.  In waking states the Defendant hasn’t been able to ‘shoot’ (laser) 

anything back at me on the court record, because I haven’t done anything unlawful and I 

keep pointing out all his mistakes (me lasering him). Meanwhile, publicly, Corey and his 

associate Chuck Raymond began their Facebook hate defamation campaign against me about 

March 19, 2019 and another Facebook associate posted a close-up image of a creepy clown. 

(See August 2, 2019 Motion Preliminary Injunction Affidavit Alyssa C Montalbano 
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EXHIBIT AW Defamation Facebook CR CG) After the creepy clown post the Defendant 

posted his defamatory Facebook hate campaign post against me, where he was trying to 

sound about 5 times scarier than he is and he was basically threatening to ‘kill’ me (in terms 

of my public reputation) by labelling me as dark alliance and a stalker. 

  
In the dream, at level 5, the creepy clown realizes he’s going to lose at the rate I am lasering 

him and he pulls me behind the hologram screen into his largely boring and empty office 

room. He then tells me I have to go with him in my “brown pajamas.” (Recall in DV Sample 

No. 1 the King/Judge is also wearing long johns (like pajamas)). In the dream, I don’t trust 

the creepy clown one iota and try to back out of his behind the scenes office, but then I am 

suddenly in my brown pajamas anyways and I have to go with him to his truck; which also 

connects with many more dreams in Corey’s email box since 2017 and one where he asks me 

to marry him again (he asks me that a lot in dream states). I’m still observing this last section 

of the Creepy Clown Dream Vision to see what it looks like in waking states. With the dream 

book I like to use, Pajamas are about saving money and the color brown can mean a variety 

of positive things, along with being a dream connector as already explained here. 

 
(15) DV: GRUMBLY BICKERY GUY COMES WITH ME – PURPLE SNAKE 

TERMINATED – SERIAL KILLER  (See DV Sample 15) 

The Facebook hate campaign (See DV Sample 15a; and See filed August 2, 2019 Motion 

Preliminary Injunction Affidavit Alyssa C Montalbano Exhibit AW Defamation 

Facebook CR CG; and the Affidavit Alyssa Chrystie Montalbano pg 8 at No. 33, 

pg 12-14 at No. 41 -44) also occurred after another Dream Vision was publicly blogged on 
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March 10, 2019 where I knew I would be dealing with something in waking states soon that 

was going to try to ‘kill me’ (again) with lots of spit and venom: 

 “2019_03_09_MAR GRUMBLY BICKERY GUY COMES WITH ME – PURPLE SNAKE 

TERMINATED – SERIAL KILLER”  

https://aristoneart.com/2019/03/10/2019_03_09_mar-grumbly-bickery-guy-comes-with-

me-purple-snake-terminated-serial-killer/   

 
In the dream I am in the ocean with a man (the defendant), I have on a bright orange life vest, 

he does not. This ocean scene immediately connects with the DVs “Partners Part 1 Magik 

Water Vest Sept 21-22, 2008” and “Partners Part 2 Show Reptilian Man Love through 

sharing of Energy vs Fear September 22-23, 2008” and both are contained in my                

1st published (kindle edition only) literary works ‘Dream Vision’ collection book titled 

“DreamWalker Dream Diary Adventures of Enetka Tulina: & the Trizad of Peace” 

published June 17, 2017 (ISBN 9780996960816) via Amazon Kindle and is since copyright 

protected (Copyright Registration TX 8-662-562). A pre-publication copy of this book was 

gifted to Corey Goode and David Wilcock at Conscious Life Expo, February 2017, in 

California. Instances of use of this literary work’s materials by the Defendant and his 

associates can be seen in the Pre-Litigation Affidavit Complaint.  

 
In the dream, in the ocean with the man, I am keeping him from drowning.  He wants to go 

the opposite direction from me (away from the shore) and he’s hecka grumbly about how I 

do things. In waking states Corey has very clearly been grumbling, especially publicly, about 

how I’ve been doing thing.  In dream states, I tell him go ahead and drown in the ocean 

without a vest.  He gets only a few feet from me and he can’t get his face out of the water and 

he begins to drown.  I leave him there for a little while letting him drown and experience the 

https://aristoneart.com/2019/03/10/2019_03_09_mar-grumbly-bickery-guy-comes-with-me-purple-snake-terminated-serial-killer/
https://aristoneart.com/2019/03/10/2019_03_09_mar-grumbly-bickery-guy-comes-with-me-purple-snake-terminated-serial-killer/
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results of his choice. In waking states this was equal to me not sharing dream visions with 

him or associated dream vision information. In the dream I then grab him to keep him from 

drowning and he’s still super grumbly about how I do things (like with court, and how I file 

papers, or post things online or etc) but if he wants to ‘live’ he has to come with me. In 

waking states he has been ‘drowning’ because many people are publicly speaking up against 

his frauds and abuses, and because Corey has nothing to actually save himself with regarding 

legitimate dream teachings or evidence/proof of his alleged dream experiences (no vest) I am 

the one with the bright orange vest in the dream (legitimate dream info and evidence).  In 

waking states I also began sharing some relevant dreams with him again, because I care 

about him and don’t want him to ‘drown.’ I simply want him to behave himself and to 

actually teach people the truth about dreams and he will need to ‘come with me’ to do that 

because I have the vest (evidence).  In the dream he comes grumbling with me to the shore. 

(There are many other connected DVs where he’s also grumbling about things. So I know 

when he’s extra unhappy about something in waking states cause he appears grumbling again 

in dream states and I blogged one of those here on March 30, 2019:  

 
“2019_03_19_MAR GRUMBLY GUY HAS TO MOVE HIS CAR OUT OF THE GARAGE” 

https://aristoneart.com/2019/03/30/2019_03_19_mar-grumbly-guy-has-to-move-his-car-

out-of-garage/ )  

 
In the Grumbly Guy Comes With Me dream, we are then on shore and we are going round 

and round in a circle around a flag pole (which has occurred in waking states since case 

implementation, just going round and round in circles with him grumbling and me not getting 

my complaint answered) and he’s still grumbling and complaining about how I do things and 

I keep calling him “baby,” much to his annoyance, like that’s his name, because he whines 

https://aristoneart.com/2019/03/30/2019_03_19_mar-grumbly-guy-has-to-move-his-car-out-of-garage/
https://aristoneart.com/2019/03/30/2019_03_19_mar-grumbly-guy-has-to-move-his-car-out-of-garage/
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and acts like one and that’s the only way he listens.  Then there is a baby purple venomous 

snake (symbolic to his Facebook hate campaign in waking states). Snakes in dreams states 

seem to typically denote an attack by Corey or his associates, and many more dreams can be 

provided on the record as evidence. The purple snake (to denote it is associated with 

allegedly ‘higher’ spiritual ways and king style purples) comes right at my face to try to kill 

me.  The grumbly guy (the defendant) with me tells me I have to ‘kill’ it and I do.  In waking 

states I also ‘killed it’ (the FB hate campaign) by filing more papers and evidence on the 

record about it.  I also tried for a separate protection order (early July 2019) to make all the 

cyber abuse and harassment and bullying stop in waking states. Then in the dream, myself 

and the guy are in the new land (likely coming up) and he’s still grumbling about how I do 

things, but he’s going with me.  

 
 The next dream sequence after the Grumbly Bickery guy section, we have a P.I. guy in it. 

Recall again the P.I. guy in No. 9, who doesn’t really believe me in the bar/pub about things 

like underground bases and advanced technologies. Here the P.I. guy is telling me about a 

mistake that was made so the ‘serial killer’ (not known to be a literal thing) got away (the 

defendant).  This section appears to be some about what has just occurred with the unlawful 

court orders and Corey being let go free due to a mistake by the P.I. guy (January 29, 2020 

orders by Judge Flynn (P.I. guy)) and in the dream where a mistake was made in the process 

(due process), so the criminal after years of ‘holding him’ (since case opening June 25, 2018) 

got away.  This dream section is still under observation. 

 In the last dream sequence I interact with the escaped guy at a carnival booth (which 

connects with another dream not included here where I am to marry a circus (carnival) guy) 

and this section is also still under observation. 
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(16) DV - SPARK PLAN FOILED (See DV Sample 16) 

 
 In Dream Vision titled “Spark Plan Foiled” first documented on January 1, 2017 and 

emailed in a PDF file to the Defendant on October 28, 2017, I am driving a black Corvette 

and drive it off the cliff twice going too fast, but I don’t feel anything and basically just get 

reset and driving again.  In waking states I sort ‘drove off the cliff twice’ with my complaints 

being incorrect.  The first one went off the proverbial ‘cliff’ by having to deal with case 

removal by the defendant to Federal court, then it got remanded.  I then tried a second time 

with my amended complaint and that one just went off the cliff as well. (improper dismissal)  

But, I’ve also filed what should be a court correct complaint on August 2, 2019 (the third 

attempt) asking for everything I’ve asked the courts for since the start, but in statutory 

counts.  

 
In the dream I then have to pull over my ‘sports’ car which seems to have brake problems 

and I get out to look.  In waking states I am also ‘stopped’ in order to look at the problems 

and see about fixing them now.  In the dream, a sneaky thief guy (the Defendant) tries to hold 

me at gun point (recall he did this as well pre the Broomfield court case seen in DV Sample 

10 “Rainbow Spheres”) he steals my corvette (this is occurring now with the orders). 

However, in the dream he didn’t think I had a plan and that he’d just be able to get away with 

stealing from me. This is also true in a generalized term in waking states about Corey’s theft 

of my Trade Secret and Intellectual Property materials, where he thought he could 

manipulate me to get all my stories for free and do his usual pattern of defame the victim 

after he acquired their tangible goods in order to keep, profiteer off of, and use their work as 

his own.  However, Corey (the thief in the dream) didn’t realize I had a plan when I began 
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implementing due process of law April 18, 2018 to ensure he’d not be able to defame me or 

otherwise. 

 
 In the dream the gun thief guy then tries to drive off with my car (my dream visions destiny 

life path and this court case) but then the car turns into my old junker Amigo with the bad 

transmission and it starts fizzling and having sparks like fire crackers and seems about to 

blow up so the guy gets out.  This is likely (again) in progress now in waking states with my 

filing of this affidavit and the court papers, as I have essentially planned for all eventualities.   

 
To summarize the last parts of the Dream Vision I have two friends helping me. One male, 

one female.  I have 2 people willing to testify and stated such on the record, one male (Mr. 

Steven Cambian), one female (Ms. Christina Ferrante). (See filed January 3, 2020 SECOND 

MOTION TO SET HEARING FOR MOTION TO AMEND COMPLAINT AND PRELIMINARY 

INJUNCTION at pg 4, Para 2 & 3, citing Mr. Cambian and Ms. Ferrante as willing to testify) 

In the dream my male friend helped me get away from the thief.  In waking states Mr. 

Cambia has exposed a lot about Mr. Goode and Mr. Willock’s public frauds with facts and 

evidence, which was enormously helpful to me and for escaping the thief. In the dream I am 

then with a female friend (Ms. Ferrante) and am in a place where there are other people who 

are part of our team, but not really ‘part of’ doing what we are doing next. In waking states, 

this likely infers the court dealings and testifying, as oftentimes most people don’t want to go 

to court (understandably so) but will still do things to help correct problems publicly, thus 2 

teams doing different things, but only the male and the female directly helping me escape the 

thief (Corey).  This dream has many key words that the Defendant knows about and that can 

be further explained on the court record should additional evidence be requested as further 

evidence of my Trade Secret claims.  
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(17) MAGIK FIBEROPTIC PLANT GROWING – SNAKE – AND SHAPESHIFTING 

BEAR (See DV Sample 17) 

Next, we have literary work Dream Vision blog titled “2019_10_27_OCT MAGIK – 

FIBEROPTIC PLANT GROWING – SNAKE – AND SHAPESHIFTING BEAR” originally 

dated October 27, 2019 and blogged October 28, 2019:  

https://aristoneart.com/2019/10/28/2019_10_27_oct-magik-fiberoptic-plant-growing-

snakes-and-shapeshfting-bear/  

Password:themostreiduclouspasswordever_37rnj04u84ejfw30woerjg88&HJGIN*(90_^#

$@!!)++KNOLNMPsoldfrgpi.....""""" 

 
In the dream I am with a female friend that is likely Ms. Ferrante in waking states. In the 

dream I am showing her how to use magik (love) to make plants grow.   

 
We later go to a dead garden area and are each attacked by 2 snakes. We both terminate our 

snakes without any drama about it. The girl and I are then running in a ravine and I fly up top 

to escape from a huge Gila style monster running after us, who then transforms into being an 

ENOURMOUS bear (the defendant) (again to denote stalking and recall we see him appear 

as a bear in Legend of the Bear Love in No 13 and DV Sample 13a and also as the bear in the 

Ranger John dream in No. 5) and the bear’s head is like the size of my body and he’s looking 

right at me and I recognize him and put my arms out wide and say “Paramour!” He then 

shapeshifts again and is a more 2-dimensional cartoon bear that goes running off after my 

female friend.  

In waking states Ms. Ferrante dealt with being harassed by David Wilcock and then         

Corey Goode with their fake Florida lawyer (her snake) during December 2019. In waking 

https://aristoneart.com/2019/10/28/2019_10_27_oct-magik-fiberoptic-plant-growing-snakes-and-shapeshfting-bear/
https://aristoneart.com/2019/10/28/2019_10_27_oct-magik-fiberoptic-plant-growing-snakes-and-shapeshfting-bear/
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states I also dealt with being harassed by Corey Goode (my snake) on my YouTube Channel 

where Corey was again trying to appear ‘5x’ scarier (the ENORMOUS bear) to me, than he 

actually was; just like he did in the Creepy Clown dream at No 14 before he did his public 

Facebook hate campaign and again recall the Purple Venom snake just prior the Facebook 

hate campaign seen in No. 15. (See attached YouTube screenshot of Corey’s YouTube 

Comment against me taken November 20, 2019 (DV Sample 17a) and that connects with No 

18 below).  In waking state both Ms. Ferrante and I were rather non-plush about handling our 

snakes and both of us were attacked for publicly exposing Corey and David’s public frauds 

and schemes via our YouTube videos. In response to Corey’s hate campaign I publicly 

posted my own comment telling him I’d been expecting him and said, “Paramour!”  

(18) OFF ENERGY CG & NEGOTIATIONS CG ESTIMATING MY WORTH 

(DV Sample 18) 

In Corey Goode’s (the bear) defamatory YouTube comment post (the snake) against me in 

the YouTube comments section of my video, screenshot on November 20, 2019, amidst all 

his defamation and lies he also threatened to go after my trust funds (DV Sample 17a). But, 

that didn’t come as a surprise; because I was already expecting him to threaten that since I 

had a Dream Vision titled “Off Energy CG (Corey Goode) & Negotiations CG Estimating 

my Worth” documented March 18, 2019 (8 months prior).  

In the dream Corey is estimating how much he thinks he can get out of me from my trust 

funds.  I ask him if he’s just gonna keep calculating how much he thinks I’m worth. In the 

dream both of us typically get labelled by partners as being ‘all about money’ because it’s 

been such an issue of struggle for us. In waking states I have never discussed my trust funds 

publicly, so he could only know about those from reading my private Dream Vision journals 
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(Intellectual Property and proprietary Trade Secret dream research) as sent predominantly 

during 2017 by email or otherwise stalking me. 

 
(19) DV - OVERCOMING PRIOR AGENDA WITH LOVE (See DV Sample 19) 

We will close with this final Dream Vision, a literary work titled “Overcoming Prior 

Agenda with Love” originally documented June 24, 2010 and photographed images of it 

emailed to Corey Goode with a group of other Dream Visions on June 25, 2017 (note this is 

the same month and day, June 25, this case was opened, 1 year after email delivery to Corey) 

and blogged March 27, 2019 here:  

https://aristoneart.com/2019/03/27/2010_06-07_01_jun-jul_overcoming-prior-agenda-

with-love/   

 
In the dream there is ‘my brother’ (the defendant in disguise as my brother again and recall I 

have to take care of things with my ‘brother’ first before the ‘marriage’ to the ‘bear’ dream 

(Injunctive relief) seen in No 13 and DV Sample 13a) and Corey’s wife  (disguise again as 

my brother’s wife in the dream) and since I just discovered David Wilcock has been 

appearing as my childhood girlfriend he is also in the dream and likely the one trying to steal 

my ‘magik crystals,’ because; in the Dream Vision first documented March 29, 2017 titled 

“MJ 12 Magik Light Up Crystals” and emailed to Corey Goode on June 15, 2017 and 

various other people to include an employee at Gaia TV on July 7, 2017 and blogged online 

at Blogspot.com February 10, 2018; I have magik light up crystals that I am using to dispel 

the lying and cheating players. In waking states David Wilcock made a go of trying to take 

away my ‘magik crystals’ (Ms. Ferrante’s testimony) but I already knew (Refer to No. 13 

and DV Sample 13b garage hacker kids trying to steal my car). 

https://aristoneart.com/2019/03/27/2010_06-07_01_jun-jul_overcoming-prior-agenda-with-love/
https://aristoneart.com/2019/03/27/2010_06-07_01_jun-jul_overcoming-prior-agenda-with-love/
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http://aristoneart.blogspot.com/2018/02/20170329mar-magik-light-up-crystals-mj12.html  

In the ‘MJ12’ dream The ‘crystals” are powerful in my hands, when others have tried and 

failed to use them, because I recently realized the ‘magik crystals’ are the testimonies of 

those speaking up publicly about Corey Goode and David Wilcock’s frauds and they are 

powerful in my hands because I have dealt with all the same harassment only quietly and on 

multiple court records and their public testimonies fully support my legal claims since case 

implementation on June 25, 2018 and my presumptions in the Pre-Litigation Affidavit 

Complaint first dated April 18, 2018 and lawfully served upon Corey on or about            

April 20, 2018 for response.   

 
In the Prior Agenda dream there is also the ‘prior’ (a man looking like the ‘prior’ as seen in 

the Stargate SG-1 TV series) and he has a staff (Recall the first DV shared where the 

King/Judge also has a ‘staff’ in No. 1). The prior in the SG-1 TV series uses his staff (orders) 

to impose his rules and ways onto others, just like a judge.  In the dream, ‘my brother’s’ way 

of fighting is by using trickery and deception.  In waking states this is exactly what Corey has 

very obviously done since I began seeking remedy and attribution legally. When it’s my turn 

to ‘fight’ in the dream I ask the ‘Prior’ if I may give him a hug and he consents.  I give him a 

hug and expand my aura so he feels it and I focus on adding to him and not trying to deceive 

or take away. I am then told by the ‘Prior’ I do not have to ‘follow his ways’ and I get to go 

sit as a sovereign off to the side.  In waking states I am also implementing a more love base 

method in my motions and this affidavit to express my needs to the court and to Judge Flynn 

and am simply seeking for my Constitutional rights to be honored so we can all move 

forward with mutual respect with the proper legal protections in place.    

 

http://aristoneart.blogspot.com/2018/02/20170329mar-magik-light-up-crystals-mj12.html
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In the dream, the ‘prior’ tells ‘my brother’ he has to follow his ways. In waking states I am 

hoping this means I will be protected with the Preliminary Injunction request until it can be 

determined through discovery exactly what has been occurring and if the Injunctive Relief 

should be made permanent through trial. Again dreams loop around in how they connect and 

play out, so the staff item seen and similar court/judge/rules type themes then connects this 

Dream Visions back to the king with the Broom/Staff and thereby the long johns and thereby 

ranger John and all the associated dreams already mentioned and many, many, more not 

mentioned here. 

 
In closing and as having been demonstrated here, dreams do not play out completely literally, 

but the energies do generally funnel into waking states in one capacity or another and I have my 

own personal dream language. The reasons for these variations are explained in greater detail in 

my Award Winning book “Dreams the Missing Text: What are they? Why do we have them? 

And how what we do in them Determines Waking 3D Life Experience” (ISBN# 9780996960830  

and Copyright # TX 8-662-567) and where my proprietary dream research has yielded that the 

main keys to having accurate Dream Visions are: Love, Truth and Desire.  

 
The Pre-Litigation Affidavit Complaint cites approximately 70 more examples of tangible 

Dream Vision occurrences during 2017 and that were also tangibly written, photographed, and 

typically placed into a PDF file that was then digitally emailed to the Defendant,                   

James Corey Goode, and the dreams were regularly followed by subsequent waking state uses 

and events and this is ongoing.  
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Without legal investigation it is unclear how much I saw beforehand, how much I was defrauded, 

and how much CIA MKULTRA and MiLab programs are directly involved in Corey and I’s 

dream to waking state situation.  

 
As can also be seen here, not all Dream Visions occur within days or months of my having them. 

Some dreams occur many months later or even many years later and some date back to as early 

as 2006.  After seeing tangible Dream Vision connections occurring like this dozens and dozens 

of times, then hundreds, and then even thousands of times, it becomes unreasonable to say these 

are ‘lucky guesses’ or even just ‘synchronicity’ (one or two sure….but hundreds…no) and my 

discoveries and personal dream research are in fact and evidence proprietary information, as are 

my personal experiences in such studies.  

 
All of my hand written Dream Visions (approximately 500) sent to Corey Goode during 2017 are 

legally termed Intellectual Property and need to be treated and protected with the same respect as 

such. Additionally, my Trade Secret (proprietary dream research) of seeing things before they 

occur and knowing things about people is clearly evidenced here and my research is legally 

protectable. My Intellectual Property and proprietary dream research was shared with          

Corey Goode largely during 2017 because I didn’t know I was seeing things in dreams before 

they occurred in waking state (who really would?), but Corey and his associates knew about my 

abilities (See filed August 2, 2019: MOTION PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION AFFIDAVIT ALYSSA C 

MONTALBANO EXHIBIT AV Facebook Shaman) and used their public positions along with covert 

romantic organized (gang) cyber stalking to communicate with me in order to manipulate me to 

keep freely sharing my stories and information with Corey, which I did, because I believed in 

Corey Goode and David Wilcock’s public frauds and dream teaching schemes at that time.  
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